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Abstract. This study aims to reveal the role of Bataknese - Jakarta culture in learning 
literature based on the aspects of the teacher-student interaction context and its pattern in 
Bataknese - Jakarta culture. The research was conducted at Saint Peter's Junior High 
School. The source of the data is the phenomenon of learning literature in the classroom. 
Data is taken from events, documents through several instruments including observation, 
document analysis and interviews. Checking the validity of the data is done through 
participatory counseling techniques which are then analyzed through domain analysis. 
The results obtained are that the context of teacher-student interaction in learning 
literature acts as a trigger for changes in the classroom atmosphere. Bataknese culture, 
which is located in big cities, especially Jakarta, is a means and attitude between teachers 
and students in achieving a life of mutual respect, peace, and literate culture. 
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1     Introduction 

The purpose of literary studying in smooth schools based totally on the 90s Curriculum is 
to enhance school students' ability to understand literary works and people's goals have now 
not been modified drastically till the changes of Kurikulum 2013 [1]. In defining this 
adjustment, scholars can appreciate, love, experience, and experience the numerous values 
contained in literary works. The motive can be obtained via listening, reading, discussing, and 
writing literary works. Appreciating literary works also can sharpen emotions, reasoning, and 
imagination ability, similar to high school college students' sensitivity to society, manner of 
life, and their surroundings. Therefore, mastering to recognize literature turns critical. The 
reason is that the message conveyed in the literary artwork has a further price compared to the 
message in non-literary work without a doubt is introduced truly [2]. That greater charge may 
be instilled thru outstanding training in studying decided on literary works actually, not just 
analyzing literary quotations. Consistent with Giudici, et al [3], this sort of learning system 
that the placement of the instructor is emphasized to manage and dynamize college students 
studying.  

The manner of reading stimulates faculty students to perform meaningful sports activities 
simply so their studying enjoyment can form them to turn out to be unbiased novices [4]. 
Teachers who're powerful in schoolroom control will seem capable of supplying opportunities 
for university youngsters to regularly reduce their dependence on teachers in order that they 
may be capable of manual their very private sports activities sports. In line with Caldwell and 
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frame [5], the instructor wants to additionally create a surrounding of analyzing that might 
grade by grade amplify college students' self-mirrored photograph and independence. This 
statement can also sound excessive. It has become said that essential college students' literacy 
success in Indonesia ranked 40-8th out of fifty international locations within the globe. Ten 
years later, the Ministry of education in 2015 noted that clean faculty students' reading 
competence had not but mounted an increase; Indonesia ranked sixty-four out of seventy-one 
taking element international locations. This criticism can be understood because of the truth 
sixty-one. 90 percent of fundamental college instructors have relatively mediocre schooling 
competence at the hassle, inclusive of the Indonesian language. in addition, the consequences 
of the trainers’ competency are taken to have an examination inside the national pedagogic 
and expert fields information the fulfillment of a median rating of 50.2 from the average fee of 
50. 5 targeted minimum competency requirements. 

The curriculum modifications are stated to offer a choice for enhancing the pleasant of 
education. Although, numerous instances and reviews in the discipline have provided 
feedback for managers and policymakers to refine the weaknesses and shortcomings that 
upward thrust up in faculties [6]. The steps embody steerage of centers, thoughts of control of 
coaching and studying sports activities, and carrying capacity of human assets. Furthermore, 
the implementation had not been finished and have become then observed by means of way of 
the usage of the implementation of the 2000s Curriculum and Kurikulum 2013. Kurikulum 
2013 has not been achieved very well in all schooling gadgets and it will increase the range of 
disturbing conditions too. 

The choice of decreased secondary colleges in the studies setting is primarily based on 
severa reasons [7]. First, lowering secondary college is the volume of fundamental education 
for students to hold to better schooling. This stage is the most appropriate degree as a 
foundation for enhancing analyzing troubles. Then, there's an opportunity to take benefit of 
college students' sensitive getting to know periods. Psychologically, decrease secondary 
school faculty students have sensitivity and openness in studying something new, 
notwithstanding the fact that the reality isn't typically the case [8]. Lower secondary faculty is 
an academic enterprise that is liable to problems, every in terms of teachers and students. 
Instructors commonly generally tend to bring material in desire to education so that scholars' 
actualization needs are overlooked. From the detail of college students, motivation and hobby 
in fulfillment are though fairly low. it is lower priced if the researcher mentions the most 
effective nine percent of all capacity college students who can amplify. According to Wu, et al 
[9], the desire to lower secondary students have to be well considered and understood so one 
can recognize mastering that effects within the success of most inexperienced student 
improvement. 

The winning exam makes a uniqueness of 1 most important issue, in particular whether or 
not literary gaining knowledge of in decreased secondary faculties is pretty powerful in 
attaining its dreams. In step with Afanasyev, et al [10], the factors considered inside the 
implementation are university college students’ improvement, instructor readiness, and the 
introduction of a analyzing climate. Based on the check venture, the author intends to examine 
the implementation of the literary analyzing method in Saint Peter’s Junior from the point of 
view of Jakarta - Bataknese subculture. Over this commentary, the writer describes severa 
sports sports of instructors and faculty college students within the technique of teaching and 
studying literature inside the lecture room. Furthermore, the outcomes of this description show 
the exercise of literacy getting to know in Saint Peter’s Junior High School. 

The standards for the effectiveness of literary mastering to obtain dreams are based totally 
on making plans to maintain in mind the students’ trends [11]. The selected literary works 



 

 
 
 
 

must be real, close to the student's leisure. The theme is capable of unite the cloth furnished, 
and the mastering is able to stimulating university college students to apply for literary works 
as a manner for developing information, broadening the horizons of lifestyles, and getting the 
capacity to speak in an energetic and a laugh reading environment. In step with Genishi and 
Dyson [12], the fun analyzing surroundings can be acquired by college students thru the 
gaining knowledge of way independently collaboratively with their instructors or fellow pals. 
Benchmarks are primarily based totally mostly on the concept that literary studying offers 
possibilities for university school students to broaden three of schooling concurrently 
competencies, and attitudes; college students construct synergies in the functionality to 
accumulate the integrity of instructional goals; it encourages numerous abilities to high school 
college students, and they'll be able to look at greater meaningfully the mind to have a study 
[13]. The check's trouble come to be formulated "what is the placement of Jakarta - Bataknese 
life-style in the interaction of literary reading in Saint Peter’s Junior high school?" scholar 
mastering sports sports in beauty are assessed thru their conduct on the same time as the 
trainer offers the training. Students' conduct is located that lets in you to discover the motives 
why they carry out effective acts, taken into consideration from Jakarta - Bataknese way of 
life that underlies their everyday lives. 

The effect of literary mastering is to form the nature of verbalism in students, but, that 
does not suggest record the intrinsic shape of literature is left out. In line with Miyamoto, et al 
[14], affective and cognitive factors of school students stay fostered and advanced in a 
balanced manner. Mastery of cognitive elements is a try so that scholars can explore literature 
properly. Consequently, the most essential issue in literary gaining knowledge is to boom 
students' hobby in reading literature virtually so they're satisfied and capable of recognize 
similarly to like literary works. Literary studying in colleges does no longer meant to assemble 
the scholars into capacity writers however as a possibility for appreciation training [15]. 
Instilling the willingness to comprehend literary works is emphasized on the amusement of 
them. Consequently, literary getting to know if given because it should be might be capable of 
presenting university students with inner enrichment of the values of beauty. 

If the general public of a kingdom are indifferent to the literary works of its, literature will 
no longer be felt like a critical kingdom's assets, and because of this, does not make a 
contribution to countrywide identification. This indicates if literary studying is dealt with 
accurately it'll probably be capable of sporting faculty college students in touch with the 
numerous minds, imaginations, and ordinary values of their state which are contemplated in 
decided-on literary works [16]. a few educators endorse that literature (literary works) for 
children can foster every man or woman and educational values. Person values of literary 
works embody providing enjoyment, growing reasoning in speak, developing imagination, 
supplying studies of others, growing perception into human behavior, and demonstrating 
regular revel. The academic rate of literary works for kids is to growth components of 
language capabilities, specially studying and writing [17]. For studying to be perfectly 
understood, it's far cautioned that readers ought to use all records to make conclusions and 
observe seriously and creatively an allegory, discover the writer’s because, take a look at the 
mind supplied, and exercise one's mind in real situations. Which means that can be placed 
even as studying is executed severely, the reader is active-crucial and able to study the 
applicable facts [18]. 

The functionality to apprehend a passage includes the literal, inferential, and essential 
levels. Consistent with Wood [19], the literal degree is the degree of reading comprehension 
which includes the statistics of linguistic factors and recognition and reminiscence of 
uniqueness this means that that and understanding of particular records interpretation of an 



 

 
 
 
 

analyzing. The inferential level is the extent of reading comprehension that consists of the 
software of the reader revel in, studying exposure and making conclusions, evaluation of 
predicting output, and synthesis of intrinsic elements of divergent and convergent reading. 
The essential stage is the level of studying comprehension that consists of assessment factors 
in the form of giving values and responses in studying and outside analyzing. Analyzing 
literature need to be finished in-depth. Faculty college students’ evaluations on literary works 
need to be discovered with the beneficial resource of sturdy motives. Sports like this will 
teach college students to count on reflectively and be large-minded with a strength that isn't 
superficial. This is because the actual literary work is a proposal of creativeness of the author 
who's rich in picks of picks approximately numerous lives in the universe. according to 
Hoeveler [20], a scholar who does now not have a myth ancient past will no longer be capable 
of apprehending the complexities contained in literary works, tolerating logically and 
illogically, or attractive with literary works and benefit literary experience. 

A person who has the capability to recognize literary creativity is generally smooth to get 
touched, interested by, or enthusiastic about the aid of manner of literary creativity with 
crucial thoughts and suitable emotions. Not too grandiose if literary appreciation sports 
activities may be capable of decorate college students to real values associated with the life 
issues they face every day notwithstanding the fact that the results are very subjective. In step 
with Corrigan and Slomp [21], appreciation and leisure ought to be recommended inside the 
route of the perception in their very own evaluations and emotions within the form of the 
proper language, for instance through storytelling, composing summaries, gambling drama, or 
composing. Similarly, to draw college students' hobby in reading, various studying property 
which include newspapers, magazines, pics, library books, virtual media, the environment, 
and specialists are well worth the usage of. Literary lesson cloth for simple students remains 
specifically clean. They typically come in the form of fairy memories, folklore, short 
recollections, poetry, drama, and kid's storybooks [22]. They could help the scholars to 
understand and recognize human man or woman, network values, several examples that can 
be imitated; or vice versa, topics that need to be stored far from or no longer finished. For 
instance, the material can be taken from recollections that have a near nuance to the pupil's 
residing surroundings which includes legend, folklore, fable, saga, and epics. Such literary 
works can lead the scholars to the eye of the kingdom's cultural background. 

2    Research Method 

This study employs a micro ethnographic approach. Ethnography is used to have an 
examine human behavior in natural unique surroundings. It miles defined that the ethnography 
of schooling is the have an observe of several factors or all strategies of education every 
associated to high school and outdoor school, with a focus on the cultural interpretation of 
human conduct [23]. Human conduct in question is literary getting to know sports activities 
completed through instructors and students; whilst the herbal surroundings is a scenario that 
occurs outdoor and in the schoolroom in which learning takes area. What is no lots plenty less 
critical is using ethnographic strategies is statistics the position of the way of existence every 
out of doors and within the school room, particularly associated with the conduct of 
instructors, college students, and the relationship most of the in the education and studying 
method. This observe grows to be finished in an unmarried social business enterprise, mainly 
in Saint Peter’s Junior high. the writer involved a couple of schools, understanding they'll be 



 

 
 
 
 

taken into consideration as a single social organization because of the truth those schools do 
have no longer many wonderful qualifications, which encompass college reputation, school 
surroundings scenario, the state of affairs of facilities, and infrastructure, degree of education 
and teacher experience, input, and pupil success. The research base is the fifth graders. The 
sports began out in September to January 2015, at the issue of the new school year. Consistent 
with Tam [24], observations of literary studying events in every college were held ten times. 
Observations at every meeting are constant with the material supplied and the lesson agenda 
that runs in the university. The information sources emerge as the interaction between the 
instructor and school students inside the class which became constructed with the aid of 
expressing phrases and moves. The statistics were won thru activities, informants, and 
documents. The document makes a forte of written fabric made through using college 
students, teachers and government companies. The written files from school college students 
have been obtained thru assignments. The written information from the teacher were received 
thru unit schooling, evaluation equipment, assessment outcomes, and every day notes about 
university faculty students, even as the written records from the authorities had been within 
the form of curriculum, syllabus, material, studying suggestions, and trainer’s competency 
development sports activities. 

The data series techniques were commentary, interview, and file assessment. 
Observations have been completed via collaborating passively. Ethnographic interviews are 
special speech activities and have cultural guidelines, especially, researchers’ conduct a chain 
of speech conversations with informants who slowly include new elements to help informants 
to offer solutions. The ones factors are particular dreams, factors, and ethnographic questions. 
Facts intensity is based totally on the informant's solutions. The expert and private documents 
had been reviewed the usage of content look at techniques, which goal to attract conclusions 
objectively and systematically. It miles to generalize findings as a way to be relevant and 
theoretical. 

The records validity checking changed into done with the extension of the participation 
approach, the staying electricity of statement, triangulation, and key informant checking. 
Extension of participation changed into tested thru the presence of researchers observing the 
analyzing method of literature in elegance for six months and ten scheduled interviews with 
experts. Foresight and sensitivity is to get an in-depth expertise of the trouble to rely upon 
very plenty at the staying energy of the statement. That is clarified from the sphere notes that 
describe the purpose conditions of the phenomena positioned via the writer and meditated 
image on the conditions inside the subject. The information validity checking have become 
finished the usage of facts resources and facts collection techniques. In triangulating facts 
property, the author pass-checked the reality of records received from key informants. 
Checking key informants' dreams is to verify all of the matters that have been received from 
key informants to reduce the distance among researchers with informants [25]. Checking key 
informants is completed through unscheduled interviews that motive to test and evaluate the 
overall adequacy of information with facts from itself and offer a file of reasons for approval 
or rejection of facts determined. 

The hired records assessment techniques had been a place, taxonomy, components, and 
challenge topics analyses. Area evaluation is looking for cultural symbols in a bigger place 
based on their similarity [26]. The taxonomic evaluation is to set up cultural factors which 
have similarities in a website. The element evaluation is a manner to find out numerous 
attributes related to the cultural place to discover various contrasts among individuals of a 
class. Subject matter assessment is a way to find which means that constructed on inter-area 
relationships and draw conclusions approximately the meaning within the recognition of the 



 

 
 
 
 

problem below take a look at. This component assessment is not used due to the reality the 
cultural ancient past attributes of this look at are widely known with the useful resource of the 
writer. Consequently, to find the evaluation among classes of cultural domains is achieved 
without giving attributes to in because of this of a term. These three data evaluation 
techniques had been used concurrently in the information series technique. The gadget of facts 
are taken from collection, facts assessment, information recording, writing observer’s 
findings, and submitting research questions shape patterns of interplay. 

3     Result and Discussion 

Literature studying school rooms have exceptional characteristics when as compared to 
different classrooms. The previous gives kind of sports which mirror the creation of 
relationships among teachers and students. the relationship movements over time, from formal 
to casual, from heat to bloodless, from first-class to ugly, and from character contacts to 
organization contacts or all students. The heat surroundings and encouragement, as well as 
encouragement to students, make contributions positively to the getting to know. That is 
consistent with the opinion that underlies the lecturers who can recognize, emerge as 
beneficial, pleasant and no longer inflexible are able to improve the fulfillment and affective 
consequences of school students. Instructors who are appeared to show off uncertainty, 
dissatisfaction with their students, and rebuke cause lower cognitive and affective results. 

There were quite constrained Ethnographic researches in the Indonesian language gaining 
knowledge of, especially literature at lower secondary level. This is supported by way of the 
consequences of paintings which exhibits that instructors’ concern for enhancing school 
students' reading competencies starts with verbal movements in the form of causes and 
warnings approximately excellent analyzing techniques without giving examples. Many 
students stored listening to the instructor's clarification and none of the scholars requested. 
Furthermore, the instructor assigned the ones students to examine alternately. School students 
who did now not obtain the venture have been asked to listen if at any time they have been 
appointed to retain analyzing. further, the teacher additionally achieved non-verbal acts inside 
the form of head actions to reveal agreement, joyful facial expressions, smiling, frame 
positions continually coping with school students each when standing and sitting. Nowadays, 
not all school students have been fluent in reading or should observe reading techniques well. 
The correction of the pupil's mistakes turned into not observed via examples of reading with 
excellent techniques. When the instructor’s activities centered on giving repeated explanations 
about punctuation, quantity, and tone, it indicated that the dialogue of the difficulty of reading 
had no longer yet arrived at information the content material of the studying. Such indication 
is based totally on one of the desires of Indonesian language learning stated in 90s 
Curriculum, which underlies that scholars are capable of read easily and may retell in their 
own phrases. This is not a great deal extraordinary from the situations in Saint Peter’s Junior 
High School, in which most of the instructors are less severe and keen to give a model how to 
examine literary works in appropriate, technical way of reading so that the classroom 
atmosphere will become more fun for students. 

In the observed getting to know the method, the students were less engaged; they tended 
to present the reaction simplest while commanded or asked. This is because of the low 
mastering ethos of the scholars. They pretty frequently disregarded the trainer’s talks, gave 
little interest, disturbed their buddies, and wandered across the magnificence. These 



 

 
 
 
 

misbehaviors did not result simplest from the scholars’ facet. The problems are also at the 
trainer. The trainer didn't create a meaningful learning system because of the bad strategies 
and techniques. The relationship between instructor and school students in getting to know 
literary analyzing competencies is one element of the social contexts that takes place within 
the classroom. The social context wherein such learning is built is based totally on elements of 
atmosphere, foundation, surroundings, and design. The study room atmosphere consists of the 
language utilized by the trainer in coaching; the manner the trainer establishes sympathy with 
school students, the teacher's mindset in the direction of faculty, and the instructor's attitude in 
the direction of students’ getting to know. A nice school room surroundings can also be done 
of their student learning sports. The foundation is a framework that could offer steerage for 
teachers and school students in coaching and studying activities to attain goals, the boom of 
ideals, agreements, policies, strategies, and policies that ought to be adhered to collectively. 
The surroundings are the manner teachers organize various matters in the study room to assist 
the getting to know the method, which includes: lighting, shade, desk and chair association, 
and ornament. The layout is a practical advent of numerous vital elements which can foster 
school students’ interest, deepen the meaning, and enhance the technique of changing 
information. 

The alternative components of the social context within the classroom consist of routine 
study room sports, regularity of students’ behavior, styles of interaction between trainer and 
student, school students’ involvement in teaching and learning activities, students’ members 
of the family, and content material learning. Factors of the social context above are 
categorized into the micro-social context, specifically the social context that happens inside 
the schoolroom. Coleman emphasizes that those components of the micro-social context make 
contributions to the formation of what's called classroom conduct. Class conduct like this may 
be an area to boom consciousness, listening to power, participation, comments, and scholar 
boom in getting to know literary works thru intrinsic and extrinsic elements supplied by using 
utilizing listening, speaking, studying, writing, and appreciation. In learning practice, lecture 
room conduct as a shape of micro-social context is prompted with the aid of the macro-social 
context, along with institutional and social aspects. That is shown via Holliday's opinion that 
in fact the lecture rooms are in educational establishments (schools or universities), and these 
academic institutions are in the network. The numerous events associated with the pastimes of 
tutorial sports are mother and father/guardians of students, school committees, network 
leaders, and proprietors of educational foundations. They should be touchy to what takes place 
inside the classroom. They have difficulty or are part of their authority in coping with 
academic activities; often their evaluations or selections affect what is and could occur within 
the classroom. 

Whether realized or not found out, the conduct or lifestyle of the network shades the 
classroom sports. In the classroom, a number of the behavioral or cultural characteristics of 
the network are pondered. What happens in the study room reflects what's occurring inside the 
community. Its miles defined the faculty as a miniature of society. This opinion implies that 
someone could be capable of recognizing diverse activities in the schoolroom 
comprehensively while he's capable of seeing the relationship between aspects of the micro-
social context with elements of the social macro context that have an effect on it. Lifestyle is a 
live view of a set of human beings within the shape of behaviors, ideals, values, and symbols - 
which they acquire unconsciously - all of that are inherited via the system of conversation and 
imitation from one technology to the subsequent. Subculture as part of life can interpret, be 
remembered, and have which means for a set of human beings. It isn't simply in the form of 
words and behaviors which can be acquired and socially transmitted via gaining knowledge 



 

 
 
 
 

of. The tradition is formed via human behavior because of their belief of the sector. The 
conduct is patterned because it is consistently done again and again in order that it's far 
prevalent as a cultural sample. As a result, the concept of Jakarta - Bataknese cultural 
perspectives is built at the theoretical shape faced by way of contributors of Jakarta - 
Bataknese society in figuring out their attitudes and behavior. Inside the sample of 
socialization of Jakarta - Bataknese society according to Geertz, there are two very decisive 
policies. First, in each state of affairs, human beings have to keep away from the incidence of 
war, which is known as the principle of promoting harmony. Then, the way they talk and 
convey themselves usually indicates recognition for others in keeping with their degree and 
role, which is known as the precept of applying the principle of appreciation. Both principles 
are normative frameworks that determine the concrete form of all interactions. Instructors and 
school students as Jakarta - Bataknese recognize that they count on their behavior to be in 
accordance with these two ideas. 

It's far prominent essential elements within the reality of the Jakarta - Bataknese world 
based on elements of beginning and internal components. Both factors are incorporated in 
someone. Someone can first be seen from the thing of beginning and at the back of the issue 
of birth is protected with internal components. The size of human delivery consists of actions, 
actions, speech, lust, and so forth. In the meantime, the internal size expresses itself within the 
life of subjective recognition in which actual fact and understanding are found. This attitude 
isn't like the Western manner that reality and expertise are really observed in the outdoor, no 
longer in the inner global. A measure of global view for the Jakarta - Bataknese is its 
pragmatic value in attaining certain mental situations, namely calmness, tranquility, and 
equanimity. The effects of the teacher's internal mindset in interacting with students in the 
schoolroom to satisfy their dreams have a tendency now not to be addressed immediately. 
Therefore, the lecturers are required to have sensitivity and sharpness in interpreting and 
shooting the various matters behind symbolic verbal expressions, including via the use of 
diffused speech, eye gaze, smiles, limb moves, even thru natural phenomena. On the idea of 
this purpose, the people who do no longer apprehend Jakarta - Bataknese lifestyle may 
additionally have terrible perceptions. Jakarta - Bataknese is seen as individuals who are not 
honest, have inconsistency in words and actions, complete of ado, convoluted, soft, even 
hypocritical. Meanwhile, those who've wonderful perceptions will generally view Jakarta - 
Bataknese as folks who are friendly, heat, tolerant, patient, and calm. 

Surely, tremendous and bad perceptions are the identical opinion at the mindset of the 
Jakarta - Bataknese. In their nature, Jakarta - Bataknese people have the basic ideas of the 
proper inner mindset, particularly: patient, mild, tolerant, calm, right-tempered, sincere, 
simple, unselfish, and directive. Even in terms of speaking and bringing themselves, the 
Jakarta - Bataknese humans have the principle of taking a mindset in line with their respective 
stages, the usage of an oblique, accommodative method and stopping the emergence of 
expressions of battle triggering. So, what is supposed by the trainer and pupil interplay 
patterns in the view of Jakarta - Bataknese subculture is the manner of expertise the activities 
of teachers and school students inside the study room in interacting which is based on the 
machine of cultural values triumphing in them. 

The fundamental precept of instructor and pupil interaction is primarily based on feeling 
management that is supported by the right internal mindset. Via such management and 
mindset, it is expected that the interaction among the teacher and students can cause an 
elegant ecosystem of peace, which means gaining knowledge of can be calm, peaceful, and 
amusing. The ecosystem of instructor and student interplay is targeted on character schooling, 
namely soft actions and utterances, well-mannered acts, staying power, respect for others, and 



 

 
 
 
 

taking delivery of what they are. Meanwhile, intelligence and different achievements reach the 
second location. 

The height of the very best progress in teacher and pupil interaction activities within the 
classroom is the implementation of the ideas of concord, mutual appreciation, and tolerance. 
These three ideas can create a harmonious environment of literary gaining knowledge of and 
avoiding conflicts. The principle of concord is supposed so that all students can receive 
numerous opinions or ideas they've acquired from the trainer or from other school students to 
obtain social harmony. The harmonious country is described within the expression of 
diversity, which means that that a good way to understand shared prosperity, all parties need 
to be willing to cooperate in a country of peace and now not compelled, mutual recognition, 
calmness, and settlement. 

The word pleasant refers to the way of appearing, which incorporates non-stop efforts 
through all people to be calm with each other and to put off elements that might purpose 
discord and tension. The term casting off disputes and restlessness is an attempt to hold 
concord and the calmness of the interaction of learning within the classroom while the trainer 
assigns responsibilities to students that they ought to work collectively. The harmonious 
attitude within the interaction of trainer and students in this schoolroom is found out by the 
willingness to let pass of private hobbies, prevent the emergence of feelings that could lead to 
warfare, say things that are not excellent not directly, do now not show genuine feelings, well 
known different school students as buddies, like sharing meals with pals, and doing duties 
together. The form of harmonious attitudes and conduct is concluded as a way of questioning 
that Jakarta - Bataknese society is based on the sensation that someone does no longer stay 
alone in the world. He certainly desires the assistance of others, and as an alternative, he 
additionally expects the identical from them. Consequently, he is obliged to keep top members 
of the family with others and try to place themselves in their scenario in a balanced manner. 

The next is the principle of admiring as a form of Jakarta - Bataknese personality in 
setting themselves as it should be in a social position. It has miles described if two Jakarta - 
Bataknese meet, their language, their disposition, and mindset should explicit popularity in 
their respective function and degree in a nice way. Jakarta - Bataknese sense it is very critical 
to observe suitable regulations of etiquette, by using taking proper appreciate or fatherhood. 
Trainer and scholar interactions in the located study room are surely visible once they talk. 
Students understand how to talk and produce themselves whilst conveying their minds and 
ideas to an instructor who they need to supply recognize to. The instructor suggests an attitude 
of a determine who's given the obligation to train. Basically, the location of the trainer and 
students in interacting inside the lecture room has been accomplished in step with their 
respective duties and roles. Moreover, students study a sense of sin or shyness and 
responsible. School students are stated to have a matured character if they already apprehend 
and have shyness. Consequently, in interplay within the lecture room, the pupil will sense 
satisfied if he or she will display respect to the instructor as a determine who merits recognize. 

4    Conclusion 

The consequences of this check on literary mastering viewed from a cultural attitude can 
be summarized as follows. First, the context of teacher and scholar interplay inside the study 
room is built with the aid of things of the environment, basis, environment, and format. The 
lecture room surroundings include the language utilized by the trainer in teaching, the manner 



 

 
 
 
 

the teacher establishes sympathy with university school students, the trainer's mindset toward 
school, and university school students studying. A nice study room environment may even 
keep on the scholar studying sports. The foundation is a framework as a tenet for instructors 
and school students in coaching and studying sports activities to reap desires, growth beliefs, 
agreements, tips, strategies, and regulations that have to be adhered to collectively. The 
environment is the manner the teacher arranges matters in the schoolroom to guide the gaining 
knowledge of approach, which encompass lighting fixtures, shade, table and chair affiliation 
in addition to decoration. The design is the arrival of diverse critical elements to foster 
students’ hobbies, deepen the meaning, and beautify the method of converting statistics. 

The social context in literary getting to know at schools can be inspired through the 
manner of each micro and macro-social context. Micro social context takes place in 
classrooms which consist of class activities physical games, regularities of university students’ 
conduct, varieties of the interaction amongst teachers and school students, school students’ 
involvement in education and getting to know sports, relationships amongst school students, 
content material cloth, and others. The one's factors of the micro-social context have an 
impact on the formation of class conduct or way of life. This magnificence conduct or 
subculture may be a place to grow consciousness, paying attention to electricity, participation 
remarks, and university school students’ boom in getting to know literary works via intrinsic 
and extrinsic factors supplied by means of utilizing abilities of listening talking, analyzing, 
writing, and appreciation. In practice, conduct or magnificence lifestyle as a shape of micro-
social context is prompted with the useful resource of the macro-social context, which 
includes institutions and societies. Therefore, dad and mom/guardians of school students, 
school committees, network leaders, and foundation proprietors play an essential 
characteristic to care approximately schools of their responsibilities. Often, their critiques or 
selections have an effect on what is and could take location in the lecture room. Greater 
completely, the manner of lifestyles is usual by human conduct because of the perception of 
the sector. This conduct becomes a cultural sample if the conduct is done constantly and again 
and again. within the pattern of the interplay between instructors and university students 
inside the study room, there is a rule that in every state of affairs every birthday celebration 
desires to prioritize the requirements of concord, and the manner they communicate and 
produce themselves ought to reveal the principle of recognize for others according to their 
diploma and position. The interplay between the various teacher and university school 
students in the study room, they as Jakarta - Bataknese understand and desire their conduct is 
according with the one's thoughts. 

This principle of harmony offers the opportunity for instructors and university students to 
interact in literary getting to know with the useful resource of showing a social mindset while 
not having to surrender pursuits in heart. Within the view of Jakarta - Bataknese lifestyle, the 
principle of concord is illustrated in. but, the precept of understanding is a form of Jakarta - 
Bataknese individual inappropriately putting oneself in a social position. Inside the view of 
Jakarta - Bataknese way of lifestyles, the principle may be described whilst humans meet, 
their language and mindset have to speak over with the policies of etiquette. 
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